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1. Eisenstein series. Let H denote the skew field of real Hamiltonian
quaternions with the canonical basis el=l, e2, e3, e4. Let Her(n, H) denote
the real Jordan algebra consisting of all quaternion Hermitian nn matrices and Pos(n,H)" ={Y e Her(n, H)I Y0} the open subset of all positive definite matrices. Then the quaternion half-space of degree n is
given by
((n, H) "=(Z=X+iY[X e Her(n, H), Y e Pos(n, H)}cHer(n, H)RC.
0
En Thegroup
Set

J=

(

En On

)

Gn "--(M e M(2n, H) ltMJnM=qJn for some q
acts on t(n, H)in the usual way. Given Z e ((n, H)and
n n blocks A, B, C, D set
M (Z} (AZ / B)(CZ / D) -1.
The Hurwitz order is denoted

0 Zeo + Ze, + Ze + Ze,
(cf. [], [4]).
The group

eo

1

( )eG

(e+e2+e.+e4)

{M e M(2n, C)) MJM= J}
is called the modular group of qaternions of degree n. Let F

Fn

the subgroup, of

F defined by

with

denote

Given A e M(n,H), A v denotes the element of M(2n, C) obtained by the
representation o quateraions as complex 22 matrices and we define
(A)=detl/2(A v) (we take as (A)0 for A e Pos(n, H)).
We define a kind o Eisenstein series on ((n, H) by
E(n)(Z, 8)--(Y) /
I(CZ+D)I-’*(CZ+D)

-,

where k e Z, (Z, s) e ((n, H) C and Z X + iY. It is known that this series is absolutely convergent if Re(s)+k2(2n--1). Put, for Y e Pos(n, H),
H e Her(n, H), and (a, fl) e C 2,

(n(y,H c,

fl)--[3

e(--r(H, V))(V+iY)-(V-iY)-dV,
Her(n,H)

where r denotes the reduced trace form, e(s)=exp (2is) for s e C, and dV is
the Euclidean measure on Her(n, H) by viewing it as Rn H (n(n-))/2 (CJ. [8],
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(1.25)). This itegral is convergent if Re(a+fl)2(2n--1)--i and is represented by the generalized hypergeometric function (see Shimura [8]).
Let An be the dual lattice of Her(n, C)) with respect to r. We define a
singular series by
(s, H) e C A,
(n)(s, H)= v(R)-e(v(H, R)),
R

w.here R runs over all representatives of Her(n, Ha)/Her(n,
and v(R)=I6(C) with R=C-1D,

( *D) e Fn (cf. [9]).

this series is absolutely convergent if Re (s)
product expansion of the orm

2(2n- 1) and has an infinite

a()(s, H),
,(R)-e(r(H, R,)).

o(n)(8, H)=

.

p: prime

()(s, H)--

Rp
,(Rp):powcr

It is known that

of p

According to [9], we call a’) the Siegel series for H e
Proposition 1. E()(Z, s) has a Fourier expansion

of the form

j=l H@Aj {Q}

()(k / s, H)e(r(H,

X[Q]))}

where Q is an C)-integral n] matrix which can be completed with n-j
columms to a unimodular matrix (Q.) and rus through a set of representatives of the classes {Q}=(QUI U e GL(], ))} and Y[Q]=QYQ e Her(j, H)
(cf. Maass [6], 18).
2. Siegel series of degree 2. In order to give an explicit ormula
for a()(s,H), we introduce some notation. For H e A, and prime p, we
define integers a, b (a, b 0) by
pI[2/(H) e Z.
plle(H)" =max{q e NI q-lH e A},
Theorem 1. a()(s,H) has the following expression.
(1) If rank H=2, then we have

w here

-

a()(s, H)=(1--p-)(1--p-)F(s, H),
F(s, H) =0 p ) \m=0 p’ (- )

if p 2,

--

)(s, H) (1 2-9F(s, H),
2 (-)-2
F(s,H)= 2 t(-)
where
\m=0
=0
(2) If rankH=l, then we have
a()(s, H)=(1-p-)(1--p’-9(1-p’-)

2

m=0

p(-)

/=0

-

if p:/:2,

)(s, H)- (1--2-)(1--2-)(1-2-) t=0 2 (-).
3)
if p:/:2,
a()(s, O)=(1--p-9(1--p-9(1--p-S)-(1--p-S)
a?)(s, 0)-- (1--2-)(1--2-)(1--2-)-1(1--2-s)
These formulae are obtained by a similar argument as in [2] (see, also
[4], [7]).
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Corollary. (1) If rankH--2, then
()(s, H)--(s)-(s--2)-(1--2-O-F(s, H),
where
F(s, H)- F(s, H).
P
Moreover F(s, H) satisfies a functional equation of the form
F(s, H) --12(H)I F(6-- s, H).
(2) If rankH----1, then
()(s, H)--(s)-i(s-2)-(s-3)(1-2-O(1--2-O-a_(e(H)).
(3) ()(s, O)--(s)-(s-2)-(s-3)(s-5)(1--2-)-(1-2-O.
In the case n--l, i(s, h) (h Z) is given by
Remark. ( 1
if h:/:0
o(1)(8, h)-- (s)-a-(h)
if h--0.
1)
((s)-(s-()
depends only on s, (H) and e(H).
(2) Proposition 2 shows that
Especially, we have
((s, ’H)=(’(s, H).
For the function (n)(y, H; o, fl), we have
(n)(ty, H
fl)=()(Y,H fl).
3. Functional equation. By the corollary of Theorem 1, we get the
following result.
Theorem 2. Set
1-- 2 -’
s),
b(Z, s) 2/ --(s)(s--2)E(o)(Z,

-

,

,

8--4
where (s)---/F(s/2)(s). Then (Z,s) can be continued as a meromorphic function in s and satisfies the following functional equation
(z, 6- s) (z, s).
Explicit
tormula
of
Fourier coefficient. As an application of The4.
orem 1, we get an explicit formula of the Fourier coefficient of holomorphic Eisenstein series E()(Z, 0). From the analytic properties of hypergeometric functions, Siegel series and Epstein zeta functions, we know
that limoE(’)(Z,s)is holomorphic in Z if k4 and it is a modular form
of weigh k for F. Let
lim E(:)(Z, s)-a(H)e(r(H, Z))
O<=H @ A2

s-O

be the Fourier expansion.
Theorem 3. We assume that k is an even integer such that k4.
Then a(H) is given by the following formula"
1
if H=O
2k
rank H= 1
a_(e(H))

meN.

B

--

4k(lc-- 2)

d_I{a_(2a(H)/d)_2_a_,(a(H)/2d,O}
if rank H---- 2,
that
a(m)=0 if
understand
and
we
number
the k-th Bernoulli
(2

where

if

B

a(H)

is

1)B. B_

1(-)

Remark. In [5], Krieg proved this formula by a different method
([5], Theorem 3).
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We consider the ollowing theta series
e
O(Z, S)r(S[X], Z)

Z ((2, H),

where _L’= M(2, C)) and

S=(

2
el-e2

el+e2)
2

This series is a generator o2 the space
has a Fourier expansion of the form

(el. [3] p. 114).

o

modular forms of weight 4 and

A(SH, 2H)e(r(H, Z))
A(S,, 2H)-- {X M(2, C)) S,[X]--2H}.
This shows that A(Sn, 2H)-a(H).
)(Z, SH)--

O<HA
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